
Take a look at Ricoh Production. 

Continuous Feed Inkjet Presses
If you’re ready to accelerate your operations, look to Ricoh, the authority in inkjet solutions. Our growing 
lineup includes options for high-speed graphic color, printing on offset coated papers without priming or 
post-treatment, transactional color, integrated or on-demand MICR and true IPDS.

For more than 40 years, Ricoh has been a pioneer in developing inkjet technologies. You may be 
surprised to learn that we've been a leading supplier of printheads to the biggest names in business for 
decades. Today, our advancements in continuous feed inks and internal technologies combine to give 
your high-volume print operation an unparalleled business advantage.

Put better economics to work.  
The growth in short-run, highly-
personalized applications requires a 
nimble printing approach. With the 
ability to handle enormous amounts 
of customer data and customize 
every page of a run without slowing 
it down, Ricoh continuous feed 
inkjet printers give you the chance 
to operate more strategically, more 
competitively and offer customers 
greater economic value for their  
print budgets.

Exceed expectations.  
The RICOH Pro VC70000 is doing 
more than turning heads, it's starting 
a brand new conversation about 
inkjet. With the ability to deliver 
superior image quality on offset 
coated papers with no priming or 
post-treatment, along with extended 
gamut inks that help you effectively 
match more colors, the system is 
redefining what's possible with 
continuous feed inkjet. 

Streamline production.  
Get to work faster with no plating 
and a user-friendly job setup. Take 
advantage of proven solutions 
to batch jobs and track output 
at a component level for critical 
communications workflows. 
Leverage powerful automation tools 
to reduce human touchpoints and 
help eliminate opportunities for error 
to enter the production process. Get 
the job done on-time, on-budget and 
with less handling. 
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RICOH Pro VC70000 
Take command with the next leap forward in inkjet.

The RICOH Pro VC70000 sets a new standard in high-speed print 
production for quality and productivity on offset coated paper, with no 
priming or post-treatment required. Extended gamut inks and advanced 
drying technologies combine to make new media choices possible. 
Reliably achieve more colors and produce a broader range of high-value 
graphic arts applications, complete with inline personalization and 
customization for data-driven applications. 

RICOH Pro VC60000 
Proven, predictable performance for high-speed production.

The RICOH Pro VC60000 brings high-speed, near offset quality to the 
high-volume graphic communications and critical communications printing 
markets. Ricoh inkjet printheads and our proprietary inks deliver superb 
image quality and offer the precision customers are counting on for direct 
mail, policy materials, bills, statements and more.

RICOH Pro VC40000 
Fast, efficient production for color and B&W print applications.

The RICOH Pro VC40000 is a powerful combination of speed, resolution 
and ease-of-use for the transactional, trans-promo and direct mail printing 
markets. This system delivers documents with crisp text and imagery, 
while separate black and color printhead arrays allow for cost-effective 
printing of color and monochrome applications. 
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